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Cosmic rays  spallation  

 thermal neutrons 

 


14N(n,p)14C 

 

(later 14C  14N  

with 5730 yr half-life) 

14N(n,p+a)10Be            

 
(1.36 Myr half-life) 

Theoretical prediction: 
10Be and maybe also 14C 

can be produced  by 

high-energy solar protons. 

 

Solar protons detected after flares 

Both 10Be and 14C can form by a nucleonic-e/m-muon cascade  

caused by energetic cosmic rays and/or gamma quanta. 



What is the cause ? 

 

 

 

A supernova ?  Not observed 

 

A gamma-ray burst ? Possible, but very rare 
                                              (Hambaryan & Neuhäuser 2013 MNRAS) 

 

A solar super-flare ?    (Usoskin et al., Melott et al.)   

 

What else ? 

Both 10Be and 14C can form by a nucleonic-e/m-muon cascade  

caused by energetic cosmic rays and/or gamma quanta. 

Usoskin & Kovaltsov 2012 



Melott & Thomas (2012), Thomas et al. (2013): 

 

AD 774/5 as solar flare with lowest possible angle of 24 deg. 

Then, considering isotroptic equivalent energy,  

                       less strong flare (by a factor of 100) would be needed 

                         20 x stronger than Carrington 

Miyake et al. 2012:  Differential production ratio of 14C to  10Be (> 270 +/- 140)  

                       and:  if solar flare, then 2 x 1035 erg at Sun    2000 x stronger than Carrington  

Differential production ratio of 14C to 10Be due to solar flare expected: 

 

Usoskin et al. (2006):              ~ 25 times more 14C  than  10Be 

 

Usoskin (2008 Liv. Rev.):  „… solar energetic particle effect negligible in  14C.“  

 

Usoskin & Kovaltsov (2012):   ~ 38 times more 14C  than 10Be 

 

Usoskin (2013 Liv. Rev.): „issue inconclusive“ 

 

But  … Pavlov et al. (2014 MNRAS): 16-17 times more 14C  than 10Be … 

 

Usoskin at al. (2013):  4 to 6 times less 14C produced in AD 774/5 ! 

                        ~ 4 stronger than Carrington 

And observed ratio of 14C to 10Be  >  54 +/- 28  only 



If AD 774/5 was a solar suprer-flare, 4 times stronger than Carrington, 

then Carrington should be detected in radioisotopes, but it is not detected. 

Hence, AD 774/5 would need to be much stronger (if a flare) ! 

   Hence, worldwide aurorae expected. 

AD 774/5                                   Carrington event AD 1859 

RN & Hambaryan 2014  AN 
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Syriac Chronicle 

of Zuqnin: 

 

AD 772 & 773 

 

Aurorae  

 

with drawings 
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10Be flux                         (DF and GRIP) 
(Usoskin & Kovaltsov 2012) 

Problems for interpretation as solar super-flare: 

 


 10Be ?   

     new 1-yr data on 10Be not consistent with flare 

       (Miyake et al. 2015) 

 

 No aurorae in  AD 774 / 5    (but few others  

              in this and surrounding decades exist) 

 

 

 Also no sunspot sightings around 774 / 5 

 

 

AD 774/5 with ~ 1.2-1.5 % increase in 14C 

only few times larger than Carrington event, 

Then latter should be seen in 14C data, too, 

but is not seen (instead drop in 14C at 1859) 

 

 

Rate of stellar super-flares highly uncertain, 

 dubious whether possible on Sun (Kitze+RN 2014) 

 

 

Cliver et al. (2014): By comparison with SPE  

 of  1956: AD 774 / 5 cannot be a flare. 

Flare with 1e34 to 1e35 erg would 

cover 12 to 40% on solar surface. 

 

Practically impossible. 

Magnetic field not large enough 

 
(Schrijver et al.2012) 

RN & Hambaryan 2014 
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What is the cause ? 

 

 

 

A supernova ?  Not observed 

 

A gamma-ray burst ? Possible, but very rare 

 

A solar super-flare ?  Dubious, if possible at all  

 

What else ? 



In the last 3000 yr: 3 times same secular evolution: 

First a Grand Minimum, then Grand Max, then strong rise, then strong drops. 

Around BC 671, AD 775, and AD 1795 



Maunder Minimum ended AD 1712/15. 
 

Aurora level increases from cycle minimum to minimum. 

 

sunspots, aurorae (Tromholt, Fritz), 14C 

       After Maunder, activity increase over 8 Schwabe cycles  

(1) At the end of the Grand Maximum  (~1790)  low 14C level 

(2)   Decline of strong Schwabe cycle no. 4 (~ 1793)  14C rises  

(3)   Weak activity in Dalton (~1800-1830)  14C level high  



Same around AD 774/5 ? 

Maunder Minimum ended AD 1712/15. 
 

Aurora level increases from cycle minimum to minimum. 

 

sunspots, aurorae, 14C 

       After Maunder, activity increase over 8 Schwabe cycles  

(1) At the end of the Grand Maximum  (~1790)  low 14C level 

(2)   Decline of strong Schwabe cycle no. 4 (~ 1793)  14C rises  

(3)   Weak activity in Dalton (~1800-1830)  14C level high  
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        After Dark Age, activity increase over 8 Schwabe cycles  

(1)   At the end of the Grand Maximum  (~770)  low 14C level 

(2)   Decline of strong Schwabe cycle (~ 774)  14C rises  

(3 )  Weak activity   14C level high  

 

 

Dark Age Grand Min  

        ended  ~690. 

 



14C rise within 

a few years ! 



Living Review Usoskin: 

 

Fast strong drop in  

solar modultion potential 

is indeed possible, 

e.g. around 1795 



Timing of fast strong increase in 14C (fast strong drop in solar wind): 

At 1795 after a GO even-odd pair (1st harm. of Schwabe, like Hale-Babcock cycle)  

and after a package of 4 Schwabe cycles (2nd harm.). 



Timing of fast strong increase in 14C (fast strong drop in solar wind): 

At 1795 after a GO even-odd pair (1st harm. of Schwabe, like Hale-Babcock cycle)  

and after a package of 4 Schwabe cycles (2nd harm.). 

North leads & south stronger  weak 

(2 G-O pairs = 4 Schwabe cycles) 

 

South leads & north stronger  strong 

(2 G-O pairs = 4 Schwabe cycles) 

 

Then strong change in activity. 

 

Strong wind drop  strong 14C rise. 

 

2 packages of 4 SC = 1 Octave Sequ.  



Strong activity variation after 8 Schwabe cycles   (here: AD 1600 – 2000) 



Same around AD 775 ? 

 

8 Schwabe cycles Grand Max after the Dark Age Grand Min 

= 2 times 4 cycles with same hemispheric leadership … 
 

aurorae, 14C 
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What is the cause ? 

 

 

A supernova ?  Not observed 

 

A gamma-ray burst ? Possible, but very rare 

 

A solar super-flare ?  Dubious, if possible at all  

 

What else ?   A fast strong drop in solar activity 

 

 less solar wind   more cosmic rays and 14C 

Neuh & Neuh 2015a 
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